AZ Blankets 4 Kids Quilt Pattern

Intermediate

Sashed Squares, Older Child
This kit contains 12 squares of theme fabric, 31 sashing strips in color A, 20 sashing
squares in color B and 4 strips of fabric for the border.
*Fabric requirements: ⅞ yards of theme print fabric for large squares
½ yard of color A fabric for sashing strips
Batting
¼ yard of color B fabric for sashing squares
44” x 55”
2/3 yard of border fabric [43/44” wide]
1 5/8 yards of backing fabric
*Cutting instructions: Cut twelve – 9½” squares of theme fabric
Cut color A fabric into 31 – 2½” x 9 ½“strips
Cut color B fabric into 20 – 2½” squares.
Cut five – 4” wide strips across width of border fabric.
Row 1

Row 2

Using ¼” seams, assemble the quilt in
rows following the above diagrams.
To make Row 1, sew 4 sashing
squares and 3 sashing strips together.
To make Row 2, sew 4 sashing strips
and 3 theme fabric squares together.
Make five of Row 1 and four of Row 2.
Sew the rows together starting with a
Row 1 and alternating the rows, ending
with a Row 1.
Borders: With the 5th strip, piece 2
border strips and sew to the longer
sides of the quilt. Press and trim. Add
the top and bottom strips, press and
trim.
This blanket can be finished using the
traditional method, which uses a binding, or
the ‘envelope’ method, which uses no
binding. Quilt or tie at least every 3 ½ to 4
inches. Quilting in the ditch looks nice and
reinforces the blanket. Quilting ½” around
the outside edges gives a more finished look
when using the ‘envelope’ method.

Finished size is approximately 42” x 53”

*Fabric requirements and cutting instructions are included for those wishing to make this pattern at home.
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